A MODERN DAY BAG…THE STORY SO FAR

Spirit

THE KNOMO STORY
Back In 2004 we believed the way we used technology was going to change
radically; the laptop revolution meant we could be online anywhere,
allowing us freedom & flexibility like never before. We searched for a bag,
designed to protect a laptop, hold and organise everything we need, while
looking smart and stylish, but couldn’t find anything.
We thought that if the bag companies were not going to make them,
we would. So we gave up our day jobs and started a company to
create the perfect modern day bag.
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Spirit

Our NAME
Knomo is made up of 2 words: Knowledge + Mobility
Knowledge because we want to be about understanding and expertise,
And mobility because technology lets us be more mobile and flexible.
And if you’re wondering how to pronounce knomo, the k is silent.

the fox
We wanted a symbol that stood for knowledge & mobility, and would be
identifiable as knomo, so we got together to think through ideas.
We decided on a stylish, well-travelled, intelligent and independent
character, and our fox joined the team.
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SPIRIT

TECHNOLOGY

We call it Knomo Spirit.
Life is more rewarding when
we take risks to do something
extraordinary.

It’s an extension of ourselves

SPIRIT

WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO:
OUR BELIEFS

THOUGHTFUL
DESIGN
It’s about creating bags
& accessories we
are proud of
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PERSONAL
You’re unique, so our service
needs to be the same

Technology

MADE TO MEASURE
Every knomo is designed around the gadgets
that we love to carry. It started with bags and
accessories for a laptop, progressing to iPod and
iPhone cases, and then iPad, Kindle, Samsung and
Microsoft Surface Pro. We love what technology
enables us to do: stay connected on the move.
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THOUGHTFUL DESIGN

QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP
Each design is hand-crafted in the finest materials to ensure your
Knomo will never let you down. Every stich is considered and
re-considered to make sure that the shape and style are executed
perfectly, to the highest quality.
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THOUGHTFUL DESIGN
THOUGHTFUL DESIGN

MORE THAN 189
PATTERN PIECES ARE
USED IN A KNOMO
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GREAT LEATHERS
Every leather used within the Knomo collection has
been developed in-house, specifically according to
the needs of that range. The leather must be durable
to handle the demands of daily life, and must be
comfortable against the skin. It must keep its shape,
and they must be colour-fast. Testing is crucial, for
everything from raw leathers to printed leathers,
and everything in between.

PERSONAL

MY KNOMO ID
Found inside every knomo product, the My Knomo ID displays
a unique code personal to your knomo. If you register that
number at knomo.com/MYKNOMO, you will create your own
personal space, holding your reviews, wish list and more.
But most importantly, should your knomo ever be misplaced,
the highly-visible tag directs the finder to our website to let
us know. We will then retrieve your bag from them and
return it to you, free of charge.
And as a thank you, we then give the finder a reward for a
successful reunion: everyone’s a winner!
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Personal

BUNGO 2004
The Bungo messenger bag was one
of our first 6 designs launched in
Selfridges in 2004. It became an instant
classic – a great size for managing
everyday essentials, easy to carry, and
a sleek design for work and play.

BUNGO 2013
Over 27 tweaks later…

Personal

SHARE YOUR IDEAS
An important part of our design process is receiving feedback from customers; whether in our shop,
via online feedback using the MYKnomo ID, social media, or the good ‘ol fashioned telephone.

In the years that followed, Bungo has been
developed in every way: a zip-around feature
added to increase the bags’ volume when
needed, and a softer construction to make
it more portable and comfortable to wear.
We love it, and it seems that a lot of our
customers do too.

Mortimer 15” Laptop BriefcasE
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Henderson 15” Laptop Briefcase

ThoUGHTFUL DESIGN

AW13 COLLECTION
The new collections incorporate all our learning’s.
Our core leather ranges cater for busy lifestyles where a
stylish bag must also be tough for everyday use. Our women’s
luxury collection comes in butter-soft leather that feels
and smells luxurious. And the women’s quilted range is even
lighter, having lost the chunky hardware.
The new men’s collection is casual-cool, and won’t look like a
work bag at the weekend. The coated canvas collection is
resilient and waterproof. And our smaller tech accessories
focus on great leather in easy-to-use designs.

Scala 15” Laptop Trolley
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MARYLEBONE COLLECTION
Picton 15” Laptop Shoulder Bag

MARYLEBONE COLLECTION

DURABLE & EASY-TO-CARRY
The new Marylebone range is stunning in
durable Saffiano textured leather, offering
classic bag designs and key accessories like
the Harley pouch that holds an iPad and other
essentials for day or night.
Harley iPad Mini Pouch
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MARYLEBONE COLLECTION

MARYLEBONE COLLECTION

Oldbury iPad Cross-body Bag

VERSATILE ON THE MOVE
Feedback suggested we design a tote with a removable sleeve,
for versatility. Popper your sleeve inside the Cavendish Tote for
a secure way of carrying your laptop inside padded protection,
or leave the sleeve behind and use as an everyday tote or
weekend shopper.
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Fitzrovia COLLECTION

LIGHTWEIGHT WITh
HANDY FEATURES
Our NEW Fitzrovia COLLECTION
offers super-lightweight styles
that are great on-the-go,
especially when travelling.
The handy zipped ‘Smart Pocket’ at
the front is deceptively large, and
will hold a smartphone along with
keys or travel card.
Charlotte Slim briefcase for 13” laptop
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Fitzrovia COLLECTION
LITTLE PORTLAND 13” LAPTOP SHOULDER BAG

Fitzrovia COLLECTION
MAPLE IPAD CROSS-BODY, HUNTLEY
WEEKENDER AND BOLSOVER CARRY-ON

Fitzrovia COLLECTION

ON-THE-MOVE
The best-selling Serra trolley now comes in a
new form: The Scala. With hardware removed, this
lightweight case is essential as an overnight case or
carry-on. INCLUDES LARGE FRONT POCKET & 2 MAIN ZIPPED
COMPARTMENTS, CENTRAL AREA WITH LAPTOP POUCH AND
SPACIOUS REAR COMPARTMENT FOR CLOTHES.
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Metropolis Collection

TREAT YOURSELF TO A
LITTLE LUXURY
Metropolis collection is now
available in soft, pebbled leather with
a gorgeous slouchy feel. Padded
leather handles are soft on the
shoulder, distributing weight evenly.
The stunning quilted leather oozes
luxury, even though the price tag
won’t break the bank.
Galactic 15” Laptop Handbag
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Metropolis Collection
Hanna 15” Slim Shoulder Bag

Brompton COLLECTION
Kobe 15” Laptop Messenger Bag

Brompton COLLECTION

SUPERB HANDLING
Originally developed for the Brompton
range in 2008, the handles of the Warwick and
other briefcase styles have been tweaked and
perfected. Designed for maximum comfort,
the carry handles include thick padding
beneath smooth leather, and stitching that
angles away from the hand.

Warwick 15” Laptop Briefcase
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Brompton COLLECTION

Brompton COLLECTION
Henderson 15” Laptop Briefcase
& iPhone 5 Folio Case

Wallace Weekender Duffle

MATERIALS

KNOMO ID
When setting up Quark or InDesign documents, just as
important as the document size is the need for correctly
positioned margins, gutters and bleed (if required). Below are
some typical documents set up in InDesign and Quark which
might speed up your production process.
Adjustable, detachable shoulder straps
come with all short-handled bags. Extra
wide 5cm webbing is used for the strap to
help distribute the weight of your bag
evening across the shoulder.
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BRIXTON COLLECTION
Lincoln 15” Slim Laptop Briefcase
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BRIXTON COLLECTION
Saxby 15” Laptop Messenger

BRIXTON COLLECTION
Lincoln 15” Slim Laptop Briefcase

Brixton

WATERPROOF
The Brixton range offers designs that are
completely waterproof. thanks to the black coated
canvas and waterproof zips used throughout the
range, they will ‘weather’ any storm.
The NEW grey natural canvas offers a clever twist:
the canvas is coated to protect your bags contents
from any external moisture, but the coating is on
the inside, allowing the exterior to retain
its canvas feel.
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BALHAM COLLECTION
Falmouth 15” Laptop Backpack
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BALHAM COLLECTION
Troon 13” Laptop Messenger Bag

BALHAM COLLECTION
Raleigh 15” Laptop Messenger Bag

Balham COLLECTION

NO MOVING PARTS
The stylish Balham COLLECTION, made from
natural canvas and raw-edge leather, utilises
a unique bridge fastening: with no moving
hardware components This means they will stand
the test of time, plus they look pretty cool too.

Padstow 13” Slim Laptop Briefcase
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